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Introduction 
Creating social media campaigns that are sensitive to diversity and inclusion sounds like it 
should be a slam-dunk for a pro communicator . Choose images with a mix of racial and gen-
der identities, avoid using racial and ethnic stereotypes, and you’re good to go—right?

Not so fast . There’s more to diverse, inclusive social media than using a photo that doesn’t 
include merely a bunch of middle-aged white men, or an endless stream of straight couples . 
There are subtleties in how you craft social posts that showcase your organization’s com-
mitment to diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I)—and not just pay it lip service . There are 
easy, tactical ways to be more inclusive in how you share social content, like adding alt-text 
to images so people with vision challenges get 
the point of your posts .

For an example of a social post that tried to 
be inclusive but missed the point, consider the 
case of Gordon Beattie, founder of UK-based 
Beattie Communications . In March 2021, 
Beattie, a 40-year veteran of PR and corpo-
rate communications, wrote a LinkedIn post 
intended to show the firm’s commitment to 
hiring diverse talent, but instead came off as 
cringe-inducing .

Don’t try to crack jokes or puns that involve inclusivity . In 
this case, Beattie’s attempt at humor did not go over well—
he ended up resigning from his own company .
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“At Beattie Communications, we don’t hire blacks, gays or Catholics,” Beattie wrote, adding, 
“We sign talented people and we don’t care about the colour of their skin, sexual orientation 
or religion .” 

Unfortunately, the inflammatory first line of the post drowned out the well-meaning second 
line, and in the ensuing controversy, Beattie stepped down from Beattie Communications’ 
board; in a statement, the firm called the post, “tone deaf.”

In this guide to bringing DE&I values to social campaigns, communications practitioners 
explain their strategies and approach for DE&I-sensitive social media campaigns, and the 
tactics to deploy to craft inclusive posts:

•  Why you need to connect social media posts to company DE&I initiatives

•  How to review posts for appropriate diversity and inclusion content and images

•  What to add to posts to improve accessibility
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Intent matters: Be authentic,  
avoid slacktivism 

In 2020, as social justice movements placed the spotlight on racial equity, many brands 
rushed to place the #BLM and #BlackLivesMatter hashtags on their social posts, or posted 
plain black squares to Instagram . All well and good, say communicators, but without the 
backing of a true commitment to diversity and equity, it’s just slacktivism—supporting a 
cause with little effort or commitment .

“Anything you do in social media has to connect to what you stand for,” says Kevin Clayton, 
vice president of diversity, inclusion and community engagement for the Cleveland Cavaliers . 
If a post on a pressing social issue isn’t backed up by real action, an organization is more 
likely to be called out for empty posturing . 

The key, Clayton says, is to align language in a post that is similar to the language the organi-
zation has used in other statements about DE&I efforts . In addition, posts that show support 
for a social issue should include a link for more information, such as the organization’s value 
statements, or its DE&I initiatives .

Demonstrating authenticity about support and commitment in social posts is critical, ex-
plains Eleni Stamoulis, designer for communications firm Mission Partners in Rockville, 
Maryland . 

“Tactically, not giving a ‘next step’ for people to take is an error we often see on social media, 
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says Stamoulis . “Many people know these issues exist, but just seeing them repeated can 
lead to fatigue and discouragement . Providing concrete actions for an audience can take or 
giving examples of what you are doing can make a difference .” 

The takeaway: Include links to your own content to back up your position. It shows that 
your organization means what it says, and isn’t just engaging in “slacktivism.”

Eschew easy but ineffective posts like the Instagram “black square .” Instead, do as the Cleveland Cavaliers has done, with 
posts that highlight an authentic and inclusive message .
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Foster conversations and empathy 
to heighten inclusivity

Social media managers are insanely busy these days, and in the rush to manage conversa-
tions, communicators often forget about empathy, explains Carmen Collins, employee brand 
and social media lead for Cisco . In her view, the lack of empathy leads to social media mis-
fires like the performative “Instagram black squares” posted in support of social justice.

The issue, Collins says, is not that we don’t want to be empathetic—we’ve just forgotten how 
it works . “We’re not doing it on purpose—it’s that we don’t have enough time to think about 
it,” Collins says . “And we’re treating posts as checking off a box, rather than something that’s 
part of a larger initiative .”

Empathy needs to be purposeful, Collins adds, with constant conversation among the com-
munications team members about practicing empathy in their work and lives . This doesn’t 
mean engaging in some woo-woo therapy; it simply means giving more thought to every 
audience served by social media, and taking advantage of opportunities to see life from 
someone else’s viewpoint . Only then, Collins adds, can you raise your awareness of creating 
social posts .

“It has to become a habit,” says Collins . She recalls having a new intern who was blind, which 
gave her the opportunity to learn more about accessibility for people who are blind or low-vi-
sion . When Collins broke her arm and had to use voice-recognition tools to type, she learned 
about accessibility for people with mobility challenges . The opportunities to heighten our 
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empathy, Collins says, are all around us . 

Communicators should also look for opportunities to have conversations about inclusivity 
and social media, and encourage social media teams to question how they are portraying 
key audiences. This is an approach taken by Marissa Gantman, chief communications offi-
cer for the Pacific Council on International Policy in Los Angeles. 

When the Council recently drafted a statement about hate crimes against the AAPI (Asian 
Americans/Pacific Islander) community, some staffers wondered if an image of a lotus flow-
er would be appropriate to add . “Fortunately, we had a woman on our social media team who 
was from the AAPI community,” Gantman says . “She knew about the cultural importance of 
the lotus and that it would be appropriate for this statement . That points to the importance 
of having a diverse team, and people who understand cultural nuances .”

If communicators are indeed fostering conversations about social media inclusivity, they 
also need to encourage teams to share posts before publishing, since diverse team mem-
bers can help spot problems . An extra set of eyeballs was critical, Gantman says, when the 
Pacific Council was developing a collection of email and social media posts around a Coun-
cil delegation visiting Alabama to lead discussions on the ongoing impact of slavery and 
institutionalized racism .

A comms team member added a reference to the Lynyrd Skynyrd song, “Sweet Home Ala-
bama,” to the content—perhaps not the best choice, since some critics of the song believe 
it’s a defense of Southern heritage . Upon review by senior communicators, the image was 
changed to one of the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama .

Sharing content with a colleague who may be able to spot a problematic word or image be-
fore it’s out in the world forever is a step every organization can immediately take . 

“I’ve been pleased to see many white-led organizations going slower in their responses after 

https://www.pacificcouncil.org/newsroom/institutionalized-racism-national-security-threat
https://www.pacificcouncil.org/newsroom/institutionalized-racism-national-security-threat
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some recent high-profile incidents, clearly taking the time to be thoughtful in their responses 
and the related actions rather than jumping to ‘say something,’” explains Carrie Fox, presi-
dent and CEO of Mission Partners . “That’s an important trend in itself .”

The takeaway: Encourage conversations to gain a deeper understanding of your unique 
and diverse audiences.  

Use culturally relevant images like the lotus flower in this statement from the Pacific Council on International Policy— 
assuming you’ve confirmed the image appropriate.
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Review posts through  
the lens of diversity

It’s unclear whether Gordon Beattie had colleagues review his, “we don’t hire blacks, gays or 
Catholics” LinkedIn post, but if he had, the post might not have seen the light of day . View-
ing posts through the diversity and inclusion lens can shed light on problems that the post 
creator might not have thought about . 

In the Cleveland Cavaliers organization, Clayton takes pains to ensure that anyone who’s 
charged with creating social posts is getting training in DE&I sensitivity for the broad-ranging 
demographics of the Cavs community . That goes for Clayton as well: “As an African-Ameri-
can male, there are certain things on which I don’t have the perspective .”

“Ask yourself, who’s my audience? What’s the message I’m trying to convey? And am I able 
to do that in a way that will be inclusive?” Clayton says .

One of his simplest suggestions to communicators is “the power of the pause .” “Take a few 
seconds to look at your post,” he says . “It slows you down .”

The advice to pause and think before social posting—as well as putting social posts through 
a quick DE&I review—is good advice in a world where many members of diverse communi-
ties are finding their voices. In early 2021, for example, Asian-Americans leaders spoke up 
about not only hate crimes, but also cultural stereotypes that are prominent in the media . 
Indigenous communities are raising awareness of the value of “land acknowledgements,” or 

https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/national-international/stereotypes-fetishes-and-fantasies-asian-american-women-link-sexualization-and-racism/2497859/
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2021/03/17/growing-number-of-cities-weigh-tribal-land-acknowledgements
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statements about the origins of indigenous land . 

“Keep in mind that DE&I is a big field,” says Stamoulis. “Many people think it’s just about race, 
and they forget the other parts like ability, age, body shape, and the LGBTQIA community—let 
alone the intersection of race and any of these things .” 

The takeaway: Build in a system for social post review through the lens of diversity and 
inclusion.  
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Choose images that don’t  
fall back on stereotypes

Images have power to show an organization’s commitment to inclusion and diversity or 
perpetuate stereotypes, says Michelle Raymond . She’s a London-based HR consultant and 
visibility strategist who provides training for companies looking to improve inclusion and 
diversity .

“If someone is trying to advertise a strong brand, we might suggest they don’t fall into ste-
reotypes, like using an image of a large Black man in a post,” says Raymond . 

She’ll urge clients to go beyond their initial impulses about who or what is representative 
of a group of people or an idea . When people think “Black man,” she says, they’ll jump to an 
image of an athlete or a musician—but not, perhaps, a Black man in a library . Why not, she 
suggests, use an image of a Black man in a social post about brilliant software coders, or a 
CEO speaking to a board? 

Or, if a post is about relationships and families, don’t go directly to images showing a mom 
and a dad: A more inclusive post could feature two moms, or a multiracial family . 

It’s also important that images match the words that the organization chooses . If you are 
voicing commitment to diversity and inclusion and your images clash, eager social media 
critics will be quick to point out the mismatch .
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The Cavs’ Clayton is a fan of having a bank of images—for example, within a Digital Asset 
Management solution—from which communicators and social media teams can choose 
pictures for posts . By preventing the social posters from scouting the wider world for non-in-
clusive images (or worse, offensive images), communicators can reduce the possibility of 
social missteps .

The takeaway: Create an “image bank” of diverse, inclusive graphics that social teams can 
choose from when creating posts.
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Raise and represent other voices
Highlighting inclusivity in social media images is a good idea . Better yet: Allow diverse 
groups of employees and other members of the community to “take over” your social feeds 
for a few days, highlighting their voices . Kim Clark, a diversity, equity, and inclusion commu-
nications consultant and educator in the San Francisco Bay Area, counsels her clients on 
“giving other people the mic” when it’s time to highlight a company’s commitment to diversity .

“Let’s say it’s June, which is Pride Month,” Clark explains “Instead of doing the usual corporate 
cheerleading, ask LGBTQ employees to take over the posts .” The employees can certainly do 
a bit of cheerleading, Clark says, but they should also be honest about the support and community 
they’ve found at the business, and the next steps the company can take to become even 
more inclusive .

Collins takes a similar approach at Cisco . She’s not a big fan of the “black square” approach 
to inclusive social posting: “That means you’ve made the post about you, and not about the 
community .” Far better, she says to have the communities in question speak for themselves .

“We’d rather go to our Connected Black Professionals,” Collins says, referring to one of Cis-
co’s employee resource organizations . She asked members of the group to pen many of 
Cisco’s blogs over the past several months, highlighting their experiences at the company . 
“We won’t censor them,” Collins says of the writers . “If they think we have more work to do in 
terms of inclusivity, we let them say so .”

The takeaway: To highlight diversity and inclusion, let your diverse employees speak for 
themselves. 

https://blogs.cisco.com/tag/connected-black-professionals
https://blogs.cisco.com/tag/connected-black-professionals
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Step up accessibility 
Being inclusive in terms of social media is, of course, much broader than skin color and 
gender/sexuality . There’s also being inclusive toward the broad swath of people who have a 
vision or hearing impairment, or a condition that affects comprehension and reading, such 
as dyslexia . For these audiences, there are a wide range of adjustments that social media 
teams can make to posts so they’re easier to understand .

The easiest fix—and the one that is usually forgot-
ten—is “alt text” for images, says Alexa Heinrich, 
social media manager for Florida’s St . Petersburg 
College . Heinrich, who’s become an advocate and 
adviser to many communications teams for her 
knowledge of accessible communications, explains 
that alt text is the written description for an image—
for example, “people on a Zoom call .” 

“When someone using a screen reader comes across 
an image on a website or social, the screen reader 
reads the alt text aloud to the user, says Heinrich, 
referring to software that reads text out loud for peo-
ple with vision challenges . “Without alt text, a screen 
reader user more than likely won’t be able to imagine 
what your image is .” (Heinrich has a helpful Twitter 
thread explaining how to add alt text to posts on 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and Pinterest .)

Quick tips for  
accessible social content

Alexa Heinrich has gathered advice for improv-
ing the accessibility of social media posts . 
Check out her checklist . Here’s a sample of her 
suggestions:

Keep alt text short . It’s best to keep your image 
alt text concise . Some screen readers will even 
break up alt text after 125 characters, including 
spaces, so short is best .

Prioritize written content ahead of emojis . It’s 
best to put emojis at the very end of your posts 
and tweets, and avoid using them as bullet 
points . The more important information should 
be consumed by the user before the emoji meta 
descriptions .

Include keywords in alt text . If you can logically 
include your keywords in your alt text, go for 
it . Keep in mind that alt text is meant to be an 
accessibility tool, not an SEO device . 

https://twitter.com/HashtagHeyAlexa/status/1367276696060190724
https://twitter.com/HashtagHeyAlexa/status/1367276696060190724
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/e9ad5084-b178-4cf1-8084-916bfbf09e31/Accessibility-Checklist-0002.pdf
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Another easy fix: When adding 
hashtags to social media posts, capi-
talize the first letter of separate words, 
like #WorldAccessibilityDay . “This way, 
screen readers can use the capital 
letters to denote different words,” Hein-
rich explains, instead of trying to read 
the space-less hashtag as a single word .

And of course, another easy fax is 
captioning for video—very helpful for 
people with vision challenges, or peo-
ple whose first language isn’t English.

The takeaway: Add fast and easy fixes to social content to allow differently abled people 
to access content.

Do’s and don’ts for inclusive language
Kim Clark, a diversity, equity, and inclusion communications 

consultant at RCG and educator in the San Francisco Bay Area, 

creates guides of inclusive language for her clients . Below is a 
selection of her language do’s and don’ts for social media content .

Gender and pronouns: Don’t mention only binary he/she pronouns; 
do say “they .” (Used as a gender-neutral singular pronoun, “they” 
was the 2019 Word of the Year for the Merriam- Webster Dictio-
nary .)

Race and ethnicity: Don’t say “powwow” or “peanut gallery .”

Socio-economic: Don’t say “thug,” “ghetto,” or “barrio .”

Mental health and abilities: Don’t say “lame” or “crazy .”

Follow @APStylebook on Twitter for evolving language updates .

https://raganconsulting.com/consultants/kim-clark/
https://twitter.com/APStylebook
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Ready-to-Go Stories for Busy Editors & Communicators

First Draft provides communicators & editors with timely and  
relevant content to keep readers engaged and connected. 

Bits and Pieces is a monthly magazine read by thousands of pro-
fessionals seeking personal inspiration and motivation.

Ragan’s Crisis Communications Briefing is a weekly newsletter 
delivering the latest news and insights around brand crises and 
reputation management. Curated by Ragan editiors, the Briefing 
provides you with a quick read on the most important crises of 
the week and how communicators are leading their organizations 
through various levels of disruption and transformation.

Crisis
LEADERSHIP NETWORK

Ragan’s Crisis Leadership Network is the resource you need before, 
during and post-crisis. As a member, you have access to an online 
members-only portal, all-access pass to the annual Crisis Manage-
ment Conference, subscription to the Crisis Communications Daily, 
access to research, data, case studies, checklists, tipsheets, articles 
and other resources, plus a peer to peer discussion board to interact 
with other members. You and your team will also have unlimited  
use of online training via webinars and virtual conferences on crisis 
management topics.

Social Media
COUNCIL

Ragan’s Social Media Council is an exclusive membership organiza-
tion for senior-level social media leaders. The membership offers 
benefits for both senior leaders and their teams that are tailored to 
companies’ social media needs, including monthly webinars, net-
working opportunities and in-person training.

BRIEFING
CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS
RAGAN’S
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